INTRODUCTION
Web page requires largest security concern in the Internet. They are grouped to form a web site with numerous links and hyperlinks. Web pages may contain multimedia, images, videos and text. A web site is a collection of documents which can be accessed using internet. Malicious web page contains potential threats, which is a collection of scripts, foreign contents or an exploited content, added by an intruder to a web site. While performing a web service, a user will make request for a particular web site to a web server. The request is sent using communication messages. The server responds to the request by sending the requested web site to the user. It may contain malicious content or other software that install malware in the client"s system. These are powerful to disclose the user"s confidential informations that may include personal and professional matters without their knowledge.
The vulnerabilities of web browsers and web based services have increased numerously by out numbering the conventional security concerns in the computer society. Security concern should be made mandatory for every user while accessing a web page. In order to provide this security, the threat of maliciousness will be given more priority.
Illicit contents are advertised or made to display in the sites which are most commonly surfed. This is also found as spam or advertisements in electronic mails and is similar to "clickjacking". For unauthorized access of user passwords and account details, many phishing sites for reputed banks and other legitimate sites are available. Drive by-downloads are other type of techniques which is used to install or download malware in the client system that causes destruction of files and folders. It is possible by exploiting vulnerabilities of the web browser in the client side system.Machine learning approach is the mostly used method, which contains different concepts, related to malicious pattern detection. Features of web pages and changes in the system registries are selected to check this maliciousness. This paper proposes a method for detecting maliciousness using genetically evolved fuzzy rules. The potential features of a web page are extracted in this paper for implementation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
To detect malicious web pages, the approaches used are mainly classified as: State change technique, Signature technique and Machine learning approach. The major techniques used by an attacker on a system are SQL injection, Obfuscation, Browser vulnerability Exploitation and URL redirection. The popular search engines are being abused by compelling the users to visit malicious web sites.
State change approach which is also known as rule-based approach monitors change of state against unauthorized creation of executable files or register entries in the client system [33] .To detect drive by-download attack Bragin et al used event triggers by creating some trigger conditions to find unauthorized activities in file system, process creation and registry system [7] . Behaviour monitoring module is also conducted in a client system to track malicious behaviour [24] .SQL injection exploits a vulnerable database application that runs in web servers. It allows unauthorized operations in vulnerable databases to collect user information and also to make changes in the data itself. This allows the adversary to directly alter the contents of the server"s database and inject his own content [23] .
Signature system uses low or high interaction client side Honeypot. It uses signatures for finding the malicious web page. In HoneyC system, Snort signature is used and in Monkey-spider system, contents of web page are crawled and stored in files [1] . Unknown attacks are not considered in this approach which becomes its drawback. Machine learning approach consists of various methods to find maliciousness. HTTP responses from potential malicious web pages are analyzed to extract potential malicious characteristics [3] , [22] . [14] proposed that malicious web pages usually change their display mode to be invisible or almost invisible. Another method proposes finding of malicious page by choosing features according to the usage of DHTML [34] . A Semantic aware reasoning detection algorithm based on structures of HTML codes is malicious web proposed to detect page [15] . Features of web pages, differentiated as static and run time are been selected to check the maliciousness of a web page using scoring algorithm [32] . Thus most of the machines learning approaches use features that are extracted from web page properties. Compromising a client system or a legitimate web site causes spread of malicious content. Thus this is not enough to classify malicious web page from a benign page.
METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes a method to find malicious web page using genetically evolved fuzzy rules. For this, potential features of a web page are selected. These features remain unchanged in a web page while it is executed. [32] Van Lam Le, Ian Welch, Xiaoying Gao, Peter Komisarczuk suggested 26 potential features from which we selected 21 optimal features. 
Genetic Fuzzy System
It is one of the most successful approaches to hybridize fuzzy systems with learning and adaption method apart from neural network [18] , [19] . Genetic fuzzy systems are soft computing paradigm which focuses on the design and generation of fuzzy rules using evolutionary algorithm. It can solve complex real world problems which are difficult to be solved by conventional systems.
The Michigan-style genetic fuzzy rule-based system is a machine learning system which employs linguistic rules and fuzzy sets in its representation and is ideal for the rule discovery [12] . Genetic Algorithms are search algorithms based on natural genetics that provide robust search capabilities in complex spaces and thereby offer a valid approach to problems requiring efficient and effective search processes [8] , [31] . This approach mainly used in all type of probabilistic optimization problems and is inspired by biological evolution process. A Genetic Algorithm maintains a population of candidate solution for the problem at hand, and makes it evolve by iteratively applying a set of stochastic operators. The operators mainly used are mutation and crossover.
A 
Fuzzy System
A fuzzy rule based system consists of two components: knowledge base and inference system. Definition of the database and derivation of the rule base is associated with knowledge base. The definition of database is associated with variable universe, scaling factors of function, granularity per variable and membership functions associated with labels. Derivation of the rule base associated with fuzzy rule composition. The design of the knowledge base majorly focused on machine learning or human expert information.
Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy rules carries out the concept of partial truth or partial membership. There are membership values that range from 0.0 to 1.0 which denotes the false and truth respectively. Linguistic variables are essential to approximate the reasoning, because they are used to determine truth and possibility values of fuzzy propositions [21] .Fuzzy logic provides an alternative way to represent linguistic and subjective attributes of the real world in computing. 
Prolog
Kowalski, a logician, who showed logical proof, can support computation. Colmerauer and Warren contributed a significant role in developing prolog. It approximates first order logic. Prolog file contain a set of Horn clauses which contain facts and rules. It is a logic based language with few simple rules. The rule combines facts to increase the knowledge of the system. It is sometimes referred as "symbolic logic". The basic data structures used is tree.
Variables are unknowns and not locations.
Figure 1. Knowledge flow
Prolog differs from other programming languages as it has no type. Prolog doesn"t distinguish input and output but it solves relations and predicates. Unification is the built-in term manipulation method in prolog. The introduction of fuzzy logic into logic programming resulted in the development of several fuzzy prolog systems. These systems replaced the inference mechanism of prolog with a fuzzy variant which is able to handle partial truth [5] . The prolog execution environment deduces an answer from the relation definitions given.
Support Vector Machine
SVM is a bilinear classifier. It is introduced by Vapnik [31] . The major advantage of SVM is, it can introduce non-linearity into the classification process [4] . It uses Kernel trick for the above. It is trained using a set of features which make it easier to classify.
where is the weight matrix is the input training vector is the stack variable To find an optimal hyper plane, is to solve the following constrained optimization problem. 
where is a Lagrange multiplier and the training samples for which ≠ 0 are support vectors (SVs).
The above linear SVM can be readily extended to a nonlinear operator, Ø to map the input data into a higher dimensional feature space. In this way, it can solve non-linear problems. By replacing in (1) and (2) with the feature space, ∅( ) and solving the constrained optimization problem, the decision function,
where , = ∅ . ∅ Table 3 . Kernel Functions
Kernel functions Examples
Linear kernel 
PROPOSED METHOD
Using Genetic Algorithm, from a set of initial Mamdani fuzzy rules the combinations of rules are created. This genetic algorithm itself will produce the combination of fuzzy rules using multiple-point mutation and double-point cross over. The method uses a probabilistic measure to apply genetic algorithm operators.
After completing rule creation, using Support Vector Machine classifier, the valid and invalid rules are filtered.
The SVM is trained using a set of manually created fuzzy rules with features as antecedence and consequences of the rule. This will produce non-linearity in the rule classification. Thus we are using radial basis function as kernel trick. The training pair consists of 125 valid and 125 invalid rules.
After the successful training, SVM is able to classify the genetically formed rules. The above formed filtered rules are stored in a symbolic knowledge base. Prolog is the best known symbolic knowledge base with well known interpretation capacity. 
Predicate variable, r = NULL
3. Initialize the fuzzy rules using MAMDANI fuzzy model.
If Ai && Aj then Ri If Bi && Bj then Rj
If Ci && Cj then Rk 4. Generate new featured fuzzy rules using Genetic Algorithm for a fixed number of iterations, using mutation and cross over.
A'i && B'j then R'j A'j && B'i then R'i A'i && C'i then R'k B'i && C'j then R'i
5. Using a Support Vector Machine to classify the evolved rules as valid or invalid.
Rule (r) =p(y=1*| f*) where f* is the feature vector P(y=1) is the probability of getting valid rule.
6. Store the above formed rules in Symbolic Knowledgebase.
Malicious (A,B, Truth value)
7. Dynamically assign weightage to each symbolic rule using web feature frequency of the antecedent part. 
IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed method is simulated using matlab and libSVM. The genetic algorithm tool kit in matlab generates fuzzy rules. Thus formed rules are classified into valid and invalid using support vector machine. This SVM is trained using manually created fuzzy rules and its antecedence and consequences as features. LibSVM tool kit is used for this purpose. The valid rules are stored in a symbolic knowledge base and assigns weight to each rule. Prologue is the knowledge used for this. Using MATLAB and LIBSVM implemented the basic concept of malicious detection. The implemented approach has more advantages than existing systems.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Sample formed rules: If(number of objects= low) or (number of applets = high) then malicious= high If (number of objects = medium) or (number of applets = high) then malicious = high If (number of objects = low) or (number of applets = medium) then malicious = medium If (number of objects = low) or (number of applets = low) then malicious = low The formed rules are converted into bit form in the ollowing way. As there are 26 features, the feature vector is represented as 5 bit vector. Linguistic variables are represented using 2 bits. Output variable is represented using 1 bit. Thus the single rule will be of 17 bits that includes two features and result. The SVM is trained with features as manually created fuzzy rules. ( , , ).
For each rule we have to allot appropriate weightage using max (A/A+B, B/A+B). Then the probability of selecting best rule is pointed to the rule with maximum weightage.
Figure 6. Fuzzy rule surface
The best rule thus selected will work in SVM to classify valid and invalid. We trained 2453 instances of web pages with 900 malicious web pages and our algorithm found out almost 853 malicious web pages with an accuracy of approximately 95.6%. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed system has more advantage than existing system as it integrates symbolic intelligence with non symbolic intelligence .The formed rules accurately measures the maliciousness of the web page. This work majorly concentrates on malicious detection using genetically evolved fuzzy rules. The evolved fuzzy rules are classified as valid or invalid using SVM. Valid rules are rules then stored in symbolic knowledge base then to find out the efficient rule using Max-weight technique. The trained support vector machine can make the performance of the rules, better. Inclusion of more number of features and typeII fuzzy are further enhancement for this work.
